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ABSTRACT 

One basic goal of the commissioning process is to make 
sure that the HVA C system is functioning as intended. In partic
ular, it is intended that the HVAC system not only provide 
adequate ventilation for the building occupants but also 
achieve adequate pressurization of the occupied spaces to 
prevent the infiltration of unconditioned air. One technique for 
evaluating the performance of the HVAC system in these areas 
is to use continual, multipoint monitoring of carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxide, and dew point at selected locations in the 
building and the HVAC system. 

Specific performance evaluations provided by multipoint 
continual monitoring of these parameters include a determi
nation of the amount of outdoor air delivered to the occupants 
for ventilation, an evaluation of the uniformity of the amount 
of ventilation provided to the different locations served by a 
given air-handling unit (AHU), an evaluation of the adequacy 
of the system operation in completely purging the building 
overnight of air contaminants from the previous day's occu
pancy, the identification of the infiltration of unconditioned air 
into occupied spaces, the identification of the magnitude and 
frequency of reentrainment of building exhaust, and the iden
tification of the magnitude and frequency of the introduction 
of vehicle exhaust from nearby traffic. 

Specific examples of all of these performance evaluations 
are presented and discussed in this paper. In addition, these 
ongoing evaluations of system performance can not only iden
tify the presence of problems but can also evaluate the eff ec
tiveness of mitigation efforts to correct and eliminate these 
problems. The use of continual, multipoint monitoring of these 
parameters, therefore, can yield improved indoor air quality 

(IAQ) in buildings from initial occupancy throughout their 
usefu.l life. 

INTRODUCTION 
One building practice with significant impact on commis

sioning, operation, maintenance, and indoor air quality (IAQ) 

is the use of continual monitoring of IAQ parameters. This is 
because this monitoring provides feedback on the perfor

mance of the HVAC system in many areas. Information is 
provided not only on ventilation performance but also on pres

surization for infiltration control, humidity control, the occur

rence of reentrainment, and the detection of air contaminants 
from nearby motor vehicles. 

Since building commissioning performed in new 
construction and existing buildings helps to ensure that 
systems are installed, functionally tested, and capable of being 
operated and maintained to perform in conformity with the 

design intent and owner's needs (ASHRAE 1996), it is very 
useful to have feedback on the performance of the HVAC 

system. 

MONITORING OF IAQ PARAMETERS 
The monitoring of IAQ parameters in buildings provides 

feedback on HVAC performance. The key parameters for IAQ 

that can be measured include carbon dioxide (C02), carbon 
monoxide (CO), and dew point (absolute humidity). There are 

several ways to collect measurements of these parameters. 

Monitoring can vary from a few grab-samples to one monitor 
at one location, several monitors at several locations, all the 
way to a shared-sensor system with sampling lines from 24 or 

48 locations. They all can contribute information on system 
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performance. �The succl!ss�, of :the, commissioning process is 
directly�· proportionaLto the amount and quality of data 
collected. . ' 

;· Cc�ntiµual monitoring has several a,qvantages over.grab
samplif\g. Onti difference is that with -continual monitoring 
there can be confidence that peak values wererecorded; grab
samples miw. or may mat. reflect peakvalues. The collection 
of peak vaiues for C02 conce1matiqns are important for the 
assessment of ventilation adequacy.Also, data from repeated 
measurements throughout the day provide : information on 
whether equilibrium conditions were achieved. It is also valu
able to have a dynamic picture of ventilation performance that 
is created by sequential' sampling'.of th2 multipidr·s.inipling 
locations so as to achieve more insight into understanding the 
subtle details of the ventilation system's capabilities.'. 

; ' l \_ - , ... 
: , The accuracy of· data from the monitors is also yecy 
inwortant. This is especially true for the data.on C02 cQncen" 
tr�tions, both because these sensors are verYi'JU)nerable to dtjft 
and also because th� ,qu�lity ot' the evlllu;:irion �ssessment will 
be a direct fum;:tion of the accuracy of the .recorded ·. C02 
values. A potential problem ,<rxists with h,and-held monitpfing 
<lr:vic.r:s th11t c.11n hr: inflnenc.erl, hv hnmim hrr:11th. whir.h ' ;_ 1 0 • I. " "" ' � • '  
coptains approximatt<l�_3,8,,00C) ppm of,GQ2• If only 1 % ofpie 
investigator's.breath is included1in1the air.being measured,,an 
a�tual backg;.ound conqmtr�tion �f 800 pprµ will be iI,ldicated 
as l, 172 ppm. If distributed se1'§0rs a.re used, for dat& collec
tion, this may inn;pd�ce .a source .of error, as .. differe11t 
responses among detec,tors may indica�e gi,fferences where 
1,1one exist or ma¥ fail to indicatcr !lll ;;tctual differei;ice that does 
e;idst. Similarly, .the 1;mmb�r an� �e.lectioI?; .of sampling, lQca• 
�ions will also affect ho� representative,th.e data collecred are 
and how definitely g<;:an as.�ess �he ventilationperfo:rni!lllce �n 
a,�u.ilding:, ,, 1. �:. r·•:. ,,,, _ 
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;, , c The : various·_, approaches available for monitoring 
programs, therefore, .need to be given careful consideration. If 
just grab-samples are 1collected, the instrument needs to be 
ch'ecked1periodically for accuracy and the eperator needs to be 
trained to prevent h:is exhaled breath from affecting the C02 
readings. With a series of distributed monitors, the potential 
for drift and the need for periodic recalibration oan compound 
thP..P.ost 1'1°1'111! r.nmnlP.xiffV of 11 mnnf.tnrinP' nrniP.r.t Hnwr:vP.r. 11H --- - --- ---- - ----i;:- ------.1 -- -- ------- ------0 r- -J-- -- --- - --� ---

of these problems can1 be conveniently dealt witli by using a 
shared senSbr system connected to an array;of many sampling 
lines. In addition, delivering air Sa.mples from multiple loca
tions tojust on�isehsor will indicate the response characteris
tics of the detector. 1This will provide not only a simple 
calibration check during off-hours, but it Will reveal whether 
or not the sensor ha�faiied or not. An exampfo of a sens& mat 
failed in a shared sensor system is ·presented in Figure 1. Its 
random and inconsistent responses can ·be seen easily;r :in 
contrast with the shared-6ensor,results shown in this figure; Mi 
individual wall-mounted remote sensor would .not provide 
si1ch:blatant evidence of its !failure. This increase in data integ
rity is but one example .of the difference between using a 
shareCit.sensor system and distributed individual monitors. 

In the monitoring sy1�te,�' with which the author is famiJ
iar, the equipment peimits 'up to either 24 or 48 point confi'g
urations. While this sy�tellk�o�lcl be used_ in1�ny .building, the 
cost/benefit ratio is more attractive in buildings that are at least 
100,000 fi2in area. The total cost of1the system is composed 
oft11fee elements: the cost of the mQnitoring system itself, the 
labor>and materials�:fo} installi'ng the sampling lines, and 
management fees for the project. The ptoject management 
feesiinelu.4e sueh .cQIT\ponents:as the Sl.Jp�r1visiQn pf site prep
'ijratiQp., the O!J.going data colleetion effort, and the interpreta
tion 0f,,d�ta. Wbile the specifics -of :each installation· have 
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Figure 1 Example of failed sensor. 
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v.aried, the total cost: for a:number:otiiinstallations have cost 
less than $50,000. lfhese installations have been in both ne'n( 
construction and r�trofits.. Tl}ey hav.e:·als.o varied from perma�. 
nent installations;tto short-term, (six.-.week) installations for 
occasional inyestigations of _ventilation �ystem performance. 
The three p�amett<rJ> cun;pntly available are,carbo'n dioxide, 
carbon monmdde,;;and dew point (a'b$blute humidity). One 
installation.. also-looked at voes as part of a special reseru::ch 
effort. While this parameter is not currently available as a s�
dard option, it doe.s point oµ1i .the flexibility of Uw system in 
be.¥.Jg ablt< t.o incorporate otber,�ensors. i[it shoulqi�e noted that 
teµiperature cannot be inchHied �&,;a. sampling.p�ameter 
because the air sample del�ven;d �91the sensors first passes 
thr�,Hg,IJ, a y.acuurq,,,pump, Vl\h,ich would ;r�se its temperature 
j:>��oµd that of the space being monitorec\;; 

In addition J:01 the menitoring of C02 concentrations, the 
.other IAQ parameters help assess HV AC system performance. 
Monitoring for CO can quantify IJle presence of this air 
c:ontaminant from incomplete combustion, both from the 
perspectiiYe :of its local conttol .and possible infiltration;;to 
occupied areaS'.:Qf the building; Monitoring for dew point can 
assess the effect�yeness of hum,idity ccmtrol in the building, as 
well as the presence of interior sources of moisture and the 
irtfiltration of uncbnditioned air tr6ili outdoors. 

' . .. 

'-.../I (I 

coMM1ss10N1NG oF euito1N6s·-· .. , 
�� .. !� . , . .  · � ; . .  � I i' · 1 '"\. 

Commissioning Jinvolves procedures .. and ·methods for 
documenting, and verifying,dhe ·perfQrmance .'.Of HVA.C 
systems so that .they operate' in conformity with the.rdesign 
intent (AS� 1;�6). ,, · :;  . 

F While theidesighfotent focuses ort!the aehieveirt<!nt of the 
ventilation objetitives,: lit is important' al.so 'Im- tlie IHVA"C 
sys.terns to function as>intertded.•To achievedtis, th'e'epetators 
must be trained to be familiar and comfortable with the details 
of the system that they w_il�MBP�·.atii:r�:-Continual monitor
ing of IAQ parameters _prQv@es f�ack information on 
ventilation performance· a.K&··o�her �aspects of the HVAC 
system that can facilitate ��¢{,µµ��Qrt 9f these parameters -
for both IAQ management,and·renefgy consumption. 

tLllll.3t.'. H"- --
t�·-.:f;J:����· . •  �: .·--fY<• 

monitoring iof carbon "dioxide·. (C02) ;.concentratioris can 
provide the information needed tt):mak6·this:deterrnimiti�n:i: 

It should be noted that C02 itself is not consider�a to be 
capable of causing adverse impacts (l)lJ. people irt the eoncen
tratioM il:hat typically are experienced in office spaoes. But: 
just as the-C02 builds up, so can: the other potentially irritating 
chemical compounds present in offioe1S, and it is-tlfese that can 
cause symptoms of "sick building syndrome.":.The value of 
C02 monitoring, therefore, comes from its status 'as an indi-
cator of ventilatiofi;performance. .,:, 

'll ;·,: . ,; 
U,nlike grab-s�Rli��· where C02 S1fP1ples are collected 

at difft<ff'.nt 101-wtion� in the building at q�fferent times, contin
ual wom,orin.�jlt fey locations makes, spre that p�� values 
are recor<,l�d. It-ts,,these p¢ak values and their duration that are 
needed for. determining ventilation rates. In addition, since 
sampling of the outdoor air is typically included among the 
locations selected in a· continual, multipoint monitoring 
system, the difference in coi con'centrations betwe�rCthe 
indoors and outdooi:s1-is automatic'allY provided; This indoor/ 
outdoor differential is an essential cdmpontnt of the ventifa� 
tifui,assessment. Pt reading justof the indoor co2 value falls 
shblt-'of tlie requifoment. Ari ex�ie "of the data' provided b� 
a shared-sensor, multrpoini: mdnitorlng system'is' presenteCl in 
Figure 2::A lot of inforrii.ati6tfon ve°iitilation p<irfo'rmance is 
pi'ovidellin this figure. Mi:>St'no'ticenbie perhaps are the peaks 
fer Rdoms 178 ana •H2 6bffi training. rooms, whiGh exceed 
2 000. ppm of C02. ln cohjunction Wl.tfr a reading'of 350 ppm 
of.C02 f6r the ou'rdoor a.ii', this correspbnd� to a ventilation rate 
of �pproxirn�tely 6 cfm of'Outdoor air per p�rson. This calcu
lati'On. hiay actUally ov'erstai'e tl'le "amount':ot'v'entilation 
pfovid�d1 becaii$e ihs not clear whether equilibriti� condil 
fiions ;'have·':-been '�chieved''ih·"this �ituati'on. The question 
remains as to whether the C02 concentrations would have 
been even higher in these locations if the occupancy persisted 
even longer. 
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delivery of adequat� x.entilatib.il'.canhotll'e. determined by just 30� ·j 
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ventilation volumes_ in variablerair-volume (VAV) systems 
(Kettler 1998), what is needed is un assessment of how the 1 

occupied spaces are being ventilated rather than just how 
much air is entering the HVAC system. Continual, multipoint 
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Figure 2 Monitoring data indicating distribution 
inefficiency, July 2, 1997; locations served 
by AHU 2. ·1:,1·: :·, ,\. ;�· 
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Distribution Inefficiency 
Also observahle·in·tfris figure is the fact that the rest of the 

building is very generouslyventilate'd. This1conclusion can be 
reached by exaillination of the other locations displayed on 
this figure. All :Of the sampling locations presented in this 
figure are for AHU 2. This data:.pfot clearly indicates the pres
ence of a distribution problem in getting adequate ventilation 
to a portion of the space served by this AHlJ. A simiiar situ
ation would result if the VAV s%tem had its minimum set too 
low. 

It is import�t to not� thi;t�the C02 value for the return air 
to this AHU fails to provida an indication of the distribution 
problem. The C02 value for the return air only reflects, at best, 
an average of the values for the spaces from which it is draw
illK air. Therefore, the C02 ,concentrations in the return air 
should not be used for demand-controlled ventilation (DCV) 
in situations where an AHU serves multiple spaces with differ
ent occupancy densities. In such cases, it would fail to assess 
whclhcr udcquale.vcntilalion is being pro¥idcd.,in.all of the 
occupied spaces. 

Ventilation Adequacy 
The relationship between C02 concentration.s and ventila

tion rates depends on the .mass of the people, their diet, and their 
activity level. The exampl_e given her!! is for adults doing office 
work. Another way o� C�?Sidering the relationship between 
peak C02 concentrations and ventilat!i.pn ra�s is to determine 
the indoor/outdoor differential tha�shmild noi be e((ceeded if 
adequate ventilation is provid&di'FQf�insqtJQse, i�is �i;rence 
were 500 ppm or less (i.e., 900 ppm mdoors and 400 ppm 
outdoors), it would correspond to� ventjlation rate of at least 
20 cfm of outdoor air per person. Therefore, as long as peak 
valu.es indoors are less.thiw..500 ppm more,than the outdoor 

900 

-AHU-13 Return 
�AHU-13 Supply 
�AHU-13 Outdoor 
--o-Agency t . 

value, the ventilation goal of Table 2 in ASHRAE Standard 62 
w01,1ld be achieved. 

1 An issue related to the adequacy of the cventilati6n' 
provided is the functioning of the distribution system of the 
HVAC system! <!ofitinual monitoring of C02 concentrations 
can also· provide a dynamic' assessment of the relationship 
between how the system is balanced and the actual distribution 
-.C----1- .,:_ ... t..;.-\L-;:���..-.1.{��-�}L..fL�. � �! •• �- /;l.TTTT T'L!� !,.... !----Ul pii;::;up1ii;::; HI u1ii;::; 3pa'-'ii;::;� l:)'l;;l vii;::;u· uy a e,1 vii;::;11 l"'l..1.J.u • .i111,:o, l� u11pu1-
tant because the µumber of people anq, their distribution 
changes, continua};l,y in huildings. Theref�r�: .. C02 concentra
tionscwill also varY1by location1 �y time of day, and by day in 
buildings as afunc.;t\on ofq?th the ventilation performanse and 
the occupancy patterns. , . 

Another criterion·for. ventilation performance is that tire• 
air. contaminants from the previous day'� occupancy be 
completely purged prior to the next morning. Again, continual 
monitoring of C02 concentrations can also provide an assess
ment of HV AC performance with respect to air contaminaats 
of human occupancy. With incomplete purging, a differential 
between the indoor and outdoor C02 concentrations still 
remains anbo time ({If. reoccupancy the next day . .An example: 
of this condition is prese,nte4 in Figure 3. For thi� puilding, the 
outdoor air percentage was. maintained at 1 �% through the 
day.,_ pis ,fact was d.rtef11.lined by a: mass ,68.lance equation 
ihv;ol�,in�_the C02 gon,c,yp.trations inJ�e outqoor air, return air,

, and sµpply airstre!ffi1S. One �an also note in �is figure that the 
CQ2 value recordeq .for the return airstream is lower than any 
o�_the occupied �paces 111easured. Also ob�ervable in Figure 3 
i� _the "yariability of '�¥ C02 c

,p
ncentr��(m,�, reflectipg the 

dynamj,c �nteraction_ b.���een '.
the amoun! ; ,of ventilation 

PfO;'.idcd 3114 ,�h? IJ.Hmbt;r of pcopk in cacl-i ,o?cupied space. 
With a higher percentage of outdoor air or a longer 9ura

�op of operation.,,th._eindoor/outq9qr_differ�n:tial can goto zero 
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Figure 3 Federal office building 1, May 23, 1996, AHU 13 only. 
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in an overnight purge cycle. How quickly this indoor/outdoor 
difference gqes to zero reflecls how leaky �he building is or 
h.ow generous the ventilation operation is. F;igure 2 presents an 
example of the rapid disappearance of this differential, reflect
ing in,this new building a generous amount of ventilati,on. 

OTHER ASPECT,S OF HVAC PERFORMANCE 
Other aspects of HV AC performance include the ability of 

the system to maintain humidity· control and to prevent the 
reentrainment of building exhaust; the introduction df nearby 
vehicle exhausts, and the infiltration of uriconditioried 6utdoor 
air. Infiltration of unconditioned air into buildings, norin.ally 
pFevented by maintaining perimeter areas •of buildings at a 
positive pressure-to the outdoors, will be reflected in the data 
from any of the three IAQ parameters·. For the C02 data,; 
howeverj the infiltration of outdoor air will yield the same low 
valut!S•as those due to low occupancies or generous HVAC 
ventilation. "i .1. ·JI.· <, 

Monitoring .of Carbon Monox:ide Concentl'ations 
The measur_ement of CO concentrati.ons in occupied areas 

can indicate whether the HVAC is containing, isolatirm, and 
removing air contaminants from vehicfo exhausts in '1�l:i.din� 
docks or parking

.
!lreas ai"ihe t;>ase !6�th� b\ii��ing. Ah iix�ple 

of successful control of CO is provided in Figure 4. Fdr"this. 
building, the rapid decrease in CO concentrations reflects the 
effective functioning of the exhaust'sy�tem� in the loadin·g 
dock and underground parking garag�. The absence of 
elevated CO val��s in �ny ?f the m

_
e�s�-�

d �cc
W

>ie.� lo��tions 
reflects the effecfiveness of the pressurization of l:hese areas, 
thus .providing control against infiltration. - . l ,, · 

Another building rnonitfuing instalfation'. that included 
the measurement of CO detected the after-hours intrusion of 

68 - ···-

inadequately exhausted emissions €i.e;,,!;hey failed to be 
discharged aboveJµe roof)((vel) frqm ga�-fired-,combustion 
appliances in the building next •9oor. Hayj� identified the, 
problem, this mqnitoring system •was then abl.e to evaluate the 
effectiveness of . various mitigation efforts implemented; to 
correct this IAQ,problem. 

· 
· .;::. 

Monitoring of. Humidity V�lues le 

The monitoring of absolute humidity values by measur
ing dew-point temperatures both intloors arid outdoors will 
detect infiltration if it occurs during those times when there is 
a difference between the outdoor value and most of the indoor 
values. Figure 5 provides an example of such a situation. For 
this building, it is the loading- dock that is experiencing this' 
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infiltration. As observed in Figure 5, this is determined by the 
fact that absolute -humidity for-thjs dock is partway between 
those for the outdoors and.those for the rest of the building. 
Also observable in this Jigureis the difference in absolute 
humidity for the two 9Utdoor locations. The humidity for the 
ground level location� iMiigher1:hrui for the ro_oftop location. 
This difference �an be explained by the existence of moisture 
emanating from �he ground, and it also indicates th6-�enefitof 
sharing one high-quality humidity sensor among all of these 
locations. The m?nitoring of dew-point temper�tures will also 
provide feedback on the pefformance'.'of humidity control in 
the building. Again, :-'moni\ ring of tllis parameter using a 
shared sensor approach penffits the usem an expensive, high
quality sensor for all ofche locati�ns, m@ng the achil!vement · 

of quality data cp:&t=effectt'V'e. '· "J 

The indoor sources of moisture may be benign, such as the '. . •/. 
chontl group rehearsmg in Room 340' (see Figure 6), or it may 
have energy conseqtiences due to steam leaks, or have micro-. . n ·' .Jo. ··· ·i::· • biological IAQ consequences due to otherwise unknown 
water leaks. _,. ·--

Monitoring for Reentrairtment 
Reenirainment of exhausl air bal:k inlu a building's 

outdoor uir intuke,1'Nill alss;i_ be reflected in continual C02 
monitoring. If reentrainment is occurring, it will be reflected .-.J'�<o • . ..._�f • • . • '-th the.plot of G02 cencentratJ.eas meaSpl;trd at the outdoor air 

1�take. In the absence of reentrainment, .the CO,, values for 
oti&iar air will be stable throughout the�day at ab�ut 340 ppm 

to 400 ppm. If reentrainment is occurring, this will be reflected 
in thls plt\O]{Jr t:Q.e outdoor air looking like a dampened mirror 

Another condition observable in Figure 5 is that the imageof the interlor building values.An example of reentrain-
measured value for RTU-1 supply i&higher than for t:OO-rest-0f ment-is provided in·Figure 7. The similarity of the outdoor air 
the building. This condition indicates that there is a problem values to the ether building values reflects the magnitude of 
with this AHTT, e:ithe:r inte:mftl le:flkflge: hypm;sing the: cooling:·i;r re:e:ntrninme:nt. The: fre:quency of this occurrence will be 
coil, or a refrigeration (dehumidification) problem with thif; reflected in the monitoring data. ·. · : "d' '-.\�.' � ' .-__ _..oil,..ot.m0reJate.nUnoisture.frolIWhe-ootdooLair,..oL&Un ... '" .... '-=------------------------------
nal load. Again, this monitoring system can not only identify Monitoring for the Entrainment of 
when the :ttvAC system is not operating as intended but it can ,,N�����jhi�le Exhch.isbi-
determine when probiems:irnve'.'been::t:orrected. '"" The el}trainment .of nearby vehicle exhausts by a build-

The importance of tltis fii6nitqrtrtg'l6f humidity control ing's outdopr air intake will also be reflected in the plot of C02 
reflects both the high maintena.Be@- aspec�'Of systems that add concentrati'ons. As with reentrai�ment; this condition is 
humidity to the indoor air and U1e risk of mi!,:7'ubiulu.gical '!' "·. reflecled by elevalions ''in""ltit: C02 values rel:urde<l in the 
growth caused by the presence of excess �istqre in400�: .. �outdoor airstrtjam-in this- situation, the increases in the 
Thus, monitoring systems that include the�rnellfiure!D!?n w·��utdpor air C02 val1,1es occur at the time of the peak morning 
dew point can not only provide f�dbcic17for' c mrrijJ�iWP� - · '>".\i:Rt' alte�c>:on. coill��-ler traffic. An example of this condition 
but can also detect the presence of indo9.1:.. ources of mors t1.1re:I.-_ JS '6'\lO'VU In Figure 8. ·• 
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'3 ;:��:;; ��>,j r" ONGOING COMMISSIQ.�,iNG;;,� . .. � �::��--:: ·.� ·�i .:.,:6an n;/rb�y j�JG.�p��eiencies in ventilation performance but 

OPTIMAL OPERATION OF THE.HVAC' .• : .�T� . ... :fl":'"'o-"'•ean ������me�i�on strategies and projects and assess 
"' .. · .. -.i:;. -.�.d-1'>·_.:,.r,v.� �.i;- the em!c'tl�'eiress of efforts to, mitigate deficiencies. This 

As the building and its, systems -age• , ,tile; us�-.,;tof the. degre�pffeedbackon syste!ll performance, therefore, not only 
building change, the potential- exists for·the amount of yenif-. . re utes uncertainty in system operation but can also be used 
lation to become inadeqaate. Thiscan be-due to either a·�ange · • X-.to1t"in�-tune HVAC .�ste� ��rformance to optimize both 
in the perfom1ance of the HVAC1 yste.ill,'Orii change in t:hef."·-··ene(gy c�)Ds;;;-�ation andU.Q:'"' 
number and distribution of.P(f?ple wi�� the building, or both.,., 

C,;.:i:iriLUSIONS Figure 9 illustrates the wide fluctuati�� in outside air perce.nt- � vN"' 
ages that can occur for a giv�l'l:iAfflJ o._vcr the course of a day. 
By monitoring fundamental IAQ parameters either periodi
cally or continuously, feedback on ventilation performance 

The praclict: uf including continual, multipoint monitor
ing of IAQ paraineters provides, valuable benefits . in the 
coihmis;!lionili�. '1A.6 evattiatio�: 'operati6n� and �ai�tenance 
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Figure 9 Federal office building 2, April JO, 1998, outdoor air percenta1<es. 

of a building by providing information on HVAC perfor
mance. By providing such feedback where none had been 

available before, this information on ventilation performance 
reduces operational uncertainties and helps maximize the 

health, comfort, and productivity of occupants. 
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